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Emotion-corpus guided Lexicons for Sentiment
Analysis on Twitter
Anil Bandhakavi, Nirmalie Wiratunga, Stewart Massie and Deepak P.

Abstract Conceptual frameworks for emotion to sentiment mapping have been proposed in Psychology research. In this paper we study this mapping from a computational modelling perspective with a view to establish the role of an emotionrich corpus for lexicon-based sentiment analysis. We propose two different methods
which harness an emotion-labelled corpus of tweets to learn word-level numerical
quantification of sentiment strengths over a positive to negative spectrum. The proposed methods model the emotion corpus using a generative unigram mixture model
(UMM), combined with the emotion-sentiment mapping proposed in Psychology
[6] for automated generation of sentiment lexicons. Sentiment analysis experiments
on benchmark Twitter data sets confirm the quality of our proposed lexicons. Further
a comparative analysis with standard sentiment lexicons suggest that the proposed
lexicons lead to a significantly better performance in both sentiment classification
and sentiment intensity prediction tasks.

1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis concerns the computational study of natural language text (e.g.
words, sentences and documents) in order to identify and effectively quantify its
polarity (i.e positive or negative) [24]. Sentiment lexicons are the most popular resources used for sentiment analysis, since they capture the polarity of a large colAnil Bandhakavi
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lection of words. These lexicons are either hand-crafted (e.g. opinion lexicon [14],
General Inquirer [32] and MPQA subjectivity lexicon [34]) or generated (e.g. SentiWordNet [8] and SenticNet [6]) using linguistic resources such as WordNet [9] and
ConceptNet [18]. However, on social media (e.g. Twitter), text contains special symbols resulting in non-standard spellings, punctuations and capitalization; sequence
of repeating characters and emoticons for which the aforementioned lexicons have
limited or no coverage.
As a result domain-specific sentiment lexicons were developed to capture the informal and creative expressions used on social media to convey sentiment [20, 10].
The extraction of such lexicons is possible with limited effort, due to the abundance of weakly-labelled sentiment data on social media, obtained using emoticons [12, 13]. However, sentiment on social media is not limited to conveying positivity and negativity. Socio-linguistics suggest that on social media, people express
a wide range of emotions such as anger, fear, joy, sadness etc [5]. Following the
trends in lexicon based sentiment analysis, research in the textual emotion detection also developed lexicons that can not only capture the emotional orientation of
words [21, 27], but also quantify their emotional intensity [31, 29].
Though research in psychology defines sentiment and emotion differently [22],
it also provides a relationship between them [4]. Further research in emotion classification [33, 11] demonstrated the usefulness of sentiment features extracted
using a lexicon for document representation. Similarly emoticons used as features to represent documents improved sentiment classification [13, 20]. However,
the exploration of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis is limited to emoticons [13, 15, 16], leaving a host of creative expressions such as emotional hashtags (e.g. #loveisbliss), elongated words (e.g. haaaappyy!!!) and their concatenated
variants unexplored. An emotion-corpus crawled on Twitter using seed words for
different emotions as in [19, 33] can potentially serve as a knowledge resource for
sentiment analysis. Adopting such corpora for sentiment analysis, e.g. sentiment
lexicon extraction is particularly interesting, given the challenges involved in developing effective models which can cope with the lexical variations on social media.
Therefore, in this work we explore the role of a Twitter emotion corpus for extracting a sentiment lexicon, which can be used to analyse the sentiment of tweets.
We do a qualitative comparison between standard sentiment lexicons and the proposed sentiment lexicons. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
1. We propose two different methods to generate sentiment lexicons from a corpus of emotion-labelled tweets by combining our prior work on domain-specific
emotion lexicon generation [1, 2], with the emotion-sentiment mapping presented in Psychology (see figure 1) [4]; and
2. We comparatively evaluate the quality of the proposed sentiment lexicons, and
the standard sentiment lexicons found in literature through different sentiment
analysis tasks: sentiment intensity prediction and sentiment classification on
benchmark Twitter data sets.
In the rest of the paper we review related literature in Section 2. In Sections 3 and
4 we formulate the methods to extract sentiment lexicons from an emotion corpus
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of tweets. In Section 5 we describe our experimental set up and analyse the results.
Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Related Work
In this section we review the literature concerning sentiment lexicons, followed by a
review of different emotion theories and their relationship with sentiments proposed
in Psychology.

2.1 Lexicons for Sentiment Analysis
Broadly sentiment lexicons are of two types: hand-crafted and automatic. Handcrafted lexicons such as opinion lexicon [14], General Inquirer [32] and MPQA
subjectivity lexicon [34] have human assigned sentiment scores. On the other hand
automatic lexicons are of two types: corpus-based and resource-based. Lexicons
such as SentiWordNet [8] and SenticNet [6] are resource-based, since they are extracted using linguistic resources such as WordNet [9] and ConceptNet [18].
A common limitation of resource-based and hand-crafted lexicons is that, they
have static vocabulary, making them limitedly effective to mine sentiment on social
media, which is inherently dynamic. Corpus-based lexicons such as in [20, 10],
gauge the corpus level variations in sentiment using statistical models, and are
found to be very effective on social media. Further with the abundance of weaklylabelled sentiment data on social media, these lexicons can be updated with very low
costs. Similarly research in emotion analysis lead to the development of resourcebased [21, 27] and corpus-based emotion lexicons [31, 29].
Prior research in sentiment analysis developed models that exploit emotion
knowledge, such as emoticons to gain performance improvements [13, 15, 16].
However, other forms of emotion knowledge such as an emotion corpus and the
lexicons learnt from it, could potentially have richer sentiment-relevant information, compared to that of emoticons. Therefore it is interesting to study role of such
emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis, in particular for sentiment lexicon generation and validate its usefulness. Our work focusses on this aspect, by exploiting
an emotion-labelled corpus of tweets to learn sentiment lexicons. We achieve this
by combining our prior work on generative mixture models for lexicon extraction
and the emotion-sentiment mapping provided in psychology.

2.2 Emotion Theories
Research in psychology proposed many emotion theories, wherein each theory organizes a set of emotions into some structural form (e.g. taxonomy). In the following
sections we detail the most popular emotion theories studied in psychology.
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2.2.1 Ekman Emotion Theory
Paul Ekman, an American psychologist focused on identifying the most basic set
of emotions that can be expressed distinctly in the form of a facial expression. The
emotions identified as basic by Ekman are anger, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and
disgust [7].
2.2.2 Plutchik’s Emotion Theory
Unlike the Ekman emotion model Plutchik’s emotion model defines eight basic
emotions such as anger, anticipation, disgust, joy, fear, sadness and surprise [26].
These basic emotions are arranged as bipolar pairs namely: joy-sadness, trustdisgust, fear-anger, surprise-anticipation.
2.2.3 Parrot’s Emotion Theory
Parrot organised emotions in a three level hierarchical structure [25]. The levels
represent primary, secondary and tertiary emotions respectively. Parrot identified
emotions such as love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness and fear, as the primary emotions. Though Ekman and Plutchik emotion models are popular, research in Twitter
emotion detection [33], [28] focussed on emotions that largely overlap with that
of Parrot, given their popular expressiveness on social media. We use the Parrot
emotion-labelled twitter corpus [33] in this study for generating sentiment lexicons.
2.2.4 Emotion-Sentiment Relationship in Psychology
One of the popular approaches for emotion modelling in Psychology is the dimensional approach, wherein each emotion is considered as a point in the continuous
multidimensional space where each aspect or characteristic of an emotion is represented as a dimension. Affect variability is captured by two dimensions namely
valence and arousal [17]. Valence (pleasure - displeasure) depicts the degree of positivity or negativity of an emotion. Arousal (activation- deactivation) depicts the
excitement or the strength of an emotion. The dimensional approach depicting parrot’s primary emotions in the valence arousal 2D space is shown in Figure 1 [3].

3 Emotion-Aware Models for Sentiment Analysis
In this section we formulate two different methods which utilize a corpus of
emotion-labelled documents for sentiment analysis of text. The first method learns
an emotion lexicon and further transforms it into a sentiment lexicon using the
emotion-sentiment mapping (refer section 2.2) proposed in Psychology. The second method on the other hand learns the sentiment labels for the documents in the
emotion corpus using the emotion-sentiment mapping, followed by a sentiment lexicon extraction. The two proposed methods are illustrated visually in figures 2a and
2b.
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Fig. 1: Parrot’s emotions in the valence-arousal plane of the dimensional model

3.1 Emotion Corpus-EmoSentilex
A simple way to utilize a corpus of emotion-labelled documents, XE for sentiment
analysis is to first learn an emotion lexicon, and further transform it into a sentiment lexicon. An emotion lexicon Emolex in our case is a |V | × (k + 1) matrix,
where Emolex(i, j) is the emotional valence of the ith word in vocabulary V to the
jth emotion in E (set of emotions) and Emolex(i, k + 1) corresponds to its neutral
valence (refer section 4). Further using the emotion-sentiment mapping proposed
in Psychology we transform the emotion lexicon Emolex into a sentiment lexicon
EmoSentilex, which is a |V | × 1 matrix as follows:


∑m∈E + Emolex(i, m)
EmoSentilex(i) = Log
(1)
∑n∈E − Emolex(i, n)
where E + ⊂ E and E − ⊂ E are the set of positive and negative emotions according
to the emotion-sentiment mapping. Note that the log scoring assigns a positive value
for words having stronger associations with emotions such as Joy, Surprise and Love
and negative values for words having stronger associations with emotions such as
Anger, Sadness and Fear. Therefore we expect that sentiment knowledge for words
is implicitly captured in an emotion lexicon, which can be easily extracted using this
simple transformation.
Using the above method, any automatically generated emotion lexicon can be
converted into a sentiment lexicon. This is very useful on Twitter, since data (tweets)
corresponding to the lexicons is not always available. Further it can also avoid the
additional overheads involved in re-crawling the original data using the Twitter API.
However, the above method does not model the document-sentiment relationships
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(a) Emotion Corpus-EmoSentilex

(b) Emotion Corpus-Sentilex

Fig. 2: Emotion-Aware Models for Sentiment Analysis

to learn the lexicon, which is important to quantify word-sentiment associations.
Therefore we introduce an alternate method which overcomes this limitation while
utilizing an emotion corpus for sentiment lexicon generation.

3.2 Emotion Corpus-Sentilex
An alternate way to utilize the emotion corpus, XE for sentiment analysis is to transform it into a sentiment corpus, XS by learning the sentiment label for each document
d ∈ XE . This is done by using the emotion-sentiment mapping as follows:

positive if emotion(d)∈ E +
Sentiment(d) =
(2)
negative if emotion(d)∈ E −
The sentiment lexicon Sentilex learnt from the corpus XS is a |V | × 3 matrix, where
Sentilex(i, 1), Sentilex(i, 2) and Sentilex(i, 3) are the positive, negative and neutral
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valences corresponding to the ith word in vocabulary V . Observe that unlike the
method which learns EmoSentilex, by aggregating word-level emotion scores into
sentiment scores, this method learns the sentiment-class knowledge corresponding
to the documents, before learning a word-sentiment lexicon. We expect this additional layer of supervision, to benefit performance, following the findings of earlier
research in supervised and unsupervised sentiment analysis. In the following section
we briefly explain our proposed method to generate Sentilex and Emolex. Further
details about our proposed method can be found in [1, 2]

4 Mixture Model for Lexicon Generation
In this section we describe our proposed unigram mixture model (UMM) applied to
the task of emotion lexicon (Emolex) generation. Sentiment lexicon (Sentilex) generation is a special case of emotion lexicon generation, where the k emotion classes
are reduced to positive and negative classes. Therefore we continue the presentation
for the general case, i.e. Emolex generation.
We model real-world emotion data to be a mixture of emotion bearing words
and emotion-neutral (background) words. For example consider the tweet going to
Paris this Saturday #elated #joyous, which explicitly connotes emotion joy. However, the word Saturday is evidently not indicative of joy. Further Paris could be
associated with emotions such as love. Therefore we propose a generative model
which assumes a mixture of two unigram language models to account for such word
mixtures in documents. More formally our generative model is as follows to describe the generation of documents connoting emotion et :
|Det |

P(Det , Z|θet ) =

∏ ∏ [(1 − Zw )λet P(w|θet )
i=1 w∈di

+(Zw )(1 − λet )P(w|N)]c(w,di )

(3)

where θet is the emotion language model and N is the background language
model. λet is the mixture parameter and Zw is a binary hidden variable which indicates the language model that generated the word w
The estimation of parameters θet and Z can be done using expectation maximization (EM), which iteratively maximizes the complete data (Det , Z) by alternating
between E-step and M-step. The E and M steps in our case are as follows:
E-step:
(n)
λet P(w|θet )
(n)
(4)
P(Zw = 0|Det , θet ) =
(n)
λet P(w|θet ) + (1 − λet )P(w|N)
M-step:
|D |

(n+1)

P(w|θθe

t

)=

(n)

e
∑i=1t P(Zw = 0|Det , θet )c(w, di )

|D |

(n)

e
∑w∈V ∑i=1t P(Zw = 0|Det , θet )c(w, di )

(5)
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where n indicates the EM iteration number. The EM iterations are terminated when
an optimal estimate for the emotion language model θet is obtained. EM is used to
estimate the parameters of the k mixture models corresponding to the emotions in
E. The emotion lexicon Emolex is learnt by using the k emotion language models
and the background model N as follows:
(n)

Emolex(wi , θe j ) =

Emolex(wi , N) =

P(wi |θe j )
(n)

k
[P(wi |θet )] + P(wi |N)
∑t=1

P(wi |N)
(n)
k
∑t=1 [P(wi |θet )] + P(wi |N)

(6)

(7)

where k is the number of emotions in the corpus, and Emolex is a |V | × (k + 1)
matrix.

5 Evaluation
Our evaluation is a comparative study, of the performance of the standard sentiment lexicons, and the proposed emotion corpus based sentiment lexicons through
a variety of sentiment analysis tasks on benchmark Twitter data sets. Significance is
reported using a paired one-tailed t-test using 95% confidence (i.e. with p-value ≤
0.05). Observe that in all our experimental results, the best performing methods are
highlighted in bold.

5.1 Evaluation Tasks
Our evaluation includes the following sentiment analysis tasks.
1. Sentiment intensity prediction: Given a collection of words/phrases extracted
from sentiment bearing tweets, the objective is to predict a sentiment intensity
score for each word/phrase and arrange them in decreasing order of intensity.
The predictions are validated against a ranking given by humans. Formally, given
a phrase P, the sentiment intensity score for the phrase is calculated as follows:


Lex(w, +)
× count(w, P)
(8)
SentimentIntensity(P) = ∑ Log
Lex(w, −)
w∈P
where w is a word in the phrase P, count(w, P) is the number of times w appears in
P. Lex(w, +), Lex(w, −) are the positive and negative valences for the word w in a
lexicon. Some lexicons offer the sentiment intensity scores (e.g. SenticNet, S140
lexicon), in which case we use them directly. The aforementioned computation
applies to the UMM based lexicons like Sentilex and S140-UMM lexicon.
2. Sentiment classification: Given a collection of documents (tweets), the objective
is to classify them into positive and negative classes. The predictions are validated against human judgements. Formally, given a document d, the sentiment
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class is predicted using a lexicon as follows:
d[+] =

∑ Lex(w, +) × count(w, d)

(9)

w∈d

where d[+] is the positive intensity of d. Similarly d[−] indicates the negative
intensity of d. Finally the sentiment class of d is determined as follows:

positive if d[+] > d[−]
Sentiment(d) =
(10)
negative if d[−] > d[+]

5.2 Datasets
We use four benchmark data sets in our evaluation. Note that the emotion corpus
is used in two different ways to learn sentiment lexicons (refer sections 3 and 4).
Further the S140 training data is used to learn a sentiment lexicon using the proposed method (refer section 4). The remaining data sets are used for evaluation. We
expect our evaluation to test the transferability of each of the lexicons, given that
the training and test data are not always from the same corpus, albeit from similar
genre.
5.2.1 Emotion Dataset
A collection of 0.28 million emotional tweets crawled from Twitter streaming
API1 using emotion hashtags provided in [33]. The emotion labels in the data set
correspond to Parrot’s [25] primary emotions and were obtained through distantsupervision2 . Parrot’s emotion theory identifies an equal number of positive and
negative emotions. Therefore we expect the sentiment lexicons learnt on this corpus
to be able to mine both positive and negative sentiment in the test corpora.
5.2.2 S140 Dataset
A collection of 1.6 million (0.8 million positive and 0.8 million negative) sentiment
bearing tweets harnessed by Go et.al [12] using the Twitter API. Further the data set
also contains a collection of 359 (182 positive and 177 negative) manually annotated
tweets. We generate a sentiment lexicon using the proposed method in section 4 on
the 1.6 million tweets and compare it with the S140 lexicon [20].
5.2.3 SemEval-2013 Dataset
A collection of 3430 (2587 positive and 843 negative) tweets hand-labelled for sentiment using Amazon Mechanical Turk [23]. Note that unlike the S140 test data,
there is high skewness in the class distributions. Therefore it would be a greater

1
2

https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/public
http://www.gabormelli.com/RKB/Distant-Supervision-Learning-Algorithm
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challenge to transfer the lexicons learnt on the emotion corpus and also those learnt
on the S140 training corpus to sentiment classification.
5.2.4 SemEval-2015 Dataset
A collection of 1315 words/phrases hand-labelled for sentiment intensity scores [30].
A higher score indicates greater positivity. Further the words/phrases are arranged
in decreasing order of positivity. We used this data set to validate the performance
of different lexicons in ranking words/phrases for sentiment.

5.3 Baselines and Metrics
The following different models are used in our comparative study:
1. Resource-based sentiment lexicons SentiWordNet and SenticNet;
2. Corpus-based sentiment lexicons S140 lexicon [20] and NRCHashtag lexicon [20];
3. Corpus-based sentiment lexicon (S140-UMM lexicon) learnt using the proposed
method on S140 corpus (refer section 4); and
4. Corpus-based sentiment lexicons (EmoSentilex and Sentilex) learnt on the emotion corpus (refer section 5.2.1) using the proposed method (refer sections 3 and
4)
Performance evaluation is done using using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
and F-score for sentiment ranking and sentiment classification respectively. F-score
is chosen for the classification task since it measures the performance of an algorithm in terms of both precision and recall.

5.4 Results and Analysis
In this section we analyse the sentiment ranking results and the sentiment classification results obtained using the different lexicons.
5.4.1 Sentiment Ranking
Table 1 summarizes the sentiment ranking results obtained for different lexicons. In
general resource-based lexicons SentiWordNet and SenticNet are outperformed by
all the corpus-based lexicons. This is expected, because the vocabulary coverage of
these lexicons relevant to social media is limited compared to other lexicons. Furthermore, the results also suggest that the sentiment intensity knowledge captured
by the corpus-based lexicons is superior to that of resource-based lexicons.
NRCHashtag lexicon performed significantly better than the remaining baselines
and the proposed EmoSentilex. The significant performance differences between
NRCHashtag lexicon and S140 lexicon and NRCHashtag lexicon and S140-UMM
lexicon clearly suggests the superiority of the NRCHashtag corpus over the S140
corpus in learning transferable lexicons for sentiment intensity prediction. It would
be interesting to compare the performance of these lexicons in the sentiment classification tasks.
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Table 1: Sentiment Ranking Results
Method
Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet
0.479
SenticNet
0.425
S140 lexicon
0.506
NRCHashtag lexicon
0.624
S140-UMM-lexicon
0.517
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex
0.572
Sentilex
0.682

It is extremely promising to see that the proposed lexicons outperform most of the
baselines significantly. Amongst the proposed lexicons, Sentilex performed significantly better than EmoSentilex. This is not surprising, since Sentilex has the ability
to incorporate the sentiment-class knowledge of the documents in the learning stage.
This exactly follows the findings of earlier research in supervised and unsupervised
sentiment analysis.
5.4.2 Sentiment Classification
Sentiment classification results for the S140 data set are shown in table 2. Here
unlike in the sentiment intensity prediction task, SentiWordNet demonstrated comparable performance with that of corpus-based lexicons. However, SenticNet does
perform the worst amongst all the lexicons. This suggests that SentiWordNet is better transferable onto social media compared to SenticNet.
The S140 corpus based lexicons significantly outperform NRCHashtag lexicon,
given their advantage to train on a corpus, that is similar to the test set. However,
the proposed lexicon Sentilex recorded the best performance on this data set. once
again the superiority of Sentilex over EmoSentilex is evidenced, given its ability to
incorporate sentiment-class knowledge of the documents in the learning stage. The
performance improvements of emotion corpus based sentiment lexicons over a majority of baseline lexicons, clearly suggests that emotion knowledge when exploited
effectively is very useful for sentiment analysis.
Table 3 summarizes the results for different lexicon on the SemEval-2013 data
set. Unlike the previous, this data set has a very skewed class distribution. The impact of this is clearly reflected in the results. Majority of the lexicons recorded strong
performances in classifying positive class documents. Once again SentiWordNet
demonstrated that it is better transferable onto social media compared to SenticNet.
Similar to the previous data set, S140 corpus based lexicons performed better
than NRCHashtag corpus based lexicon. Overall comparison across the evaluation
tasks suggests that S140 corpus based lexicons record better performance in sen-
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Table 2: Sentiment Classification Results on S140 test data set
Method
Positive F-score Negative F-score Overall F-score
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet
69.42
67.60
68.51
SenticNet
59.88
59.84
59.86
S140-lexicon
71.55
69.42
70.48
NRCHashtag-lexicon
66.66
64.75
65.70
S140-UMM-lexicon
75.14
69.36
72.25
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex
67.51
71.14
69.32
Sentilex
72.93
74.11
73.52

timent classification, whereas NRCHashtag lexicon records better performance in
sentiment quantification. This offers interesting directions for future work on composing different corpora for learning sentiment lexicons.
The proposed lexicon EmoSentilex performed significantly below most of the
lexicons on this data set. We believe the inability to learn the document-sentiment relationships, coupled with the skewed class distribution characteristics of the data set
resulted in such performance degradation. However, our proposed lexicon Sentilex
significantly outperformed all the remaining lexicons. The consistent performance
of Sentilex in all the evaluation tasks, strongly evidences the correlation between
emotions and sentiments. We believe that the emotion-sentiment mapping in psychology effectively clusters the emotion corpus into sentiment classes, thereafter the
ability of the UMM model to effectively capture the word-sentiment relationships
resulted in the performance improvements for Sentilex.
Table 3: Sentiment Classification Results on SemEval-2013 data set
Method
Positive F-score Negative F-score Overall F-score
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet
80.14
50.38
65.26
SenticNet
54.95
55.94
55.45
S140-lexicon
80.13
57.87
69.00
NRCHashtag-lexicon
80.25
53.98
67.11
S140-UMM-lexicon
78.87
55.85
67.36
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex
64.51
48.37
56.44
Sentilex
83.06
60.98
72.02
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we study the mapping proposed in psychology between emotions and
sentiments, from a computational modelling perspective in order to establish the
role of an emotion corpus for sentiment analysis. By combining a generative unigram mixture model (UMM) with the emotion-sentiment mapping, we propose two
different methods to extract lexicons for Twitter sentiment analysis from an emotion
labelled Twitter corpus. We comparatively evaluate the quality of the proposed lexicons and standard sentiment lexicons through a variety of sentiment analysis tasks
on benchmark Twitter data sets. Our experiments confirm that the proposed sentiment lexicons, yield significant improvements over standard lexicons in sentiment
classification and sentiment intensity prediction tasks. It is extremely promising to
see the potential of an emotion corpus as a useful knowledge resource for sentiment
analysis, especially on social media where emotions and sentiments are widely expressed. Further the cost-effectiveness of the emotion-sentiment mapping to cluster
the emotion corpus into positive, negative classes (0.28 million tweets in a second)
makes it practically possible to adopt large emotion corpora, in order to extract sentiment lexicons with improved coverage.
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